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Dear Editor,

We have read with substantial interest the comment to our
work by Youssef et al. from the University of Nottingham, in
the latest issue of Langenbeck’s Archives of Surgery. First of
all, we would like to thank the authors for taking the time to
debate our manuscript and for promoting the interest of
readers toward improving surgical outcomes for the geriatric
population, which, as stated in our manuscript [1], is essential
due to the increases in the number of elderly patients requiring
complex operations in current times.

With regard to the methodology of our work and in
particular the comment on our logistic regression model
and the adjustment of the variables, one of our main con-
cerns when collecting the data and designing the project
from the beginning was the heterogeneity of our patient
population in terms of the intervention performed and the
baseline clinical condition of our subjects. Although it is
broadly known that some of the variables that were men-
tioned by Youssef et al. (such as intravenous fluids, oxy-
gen desaturation, procedure length, analgesia method, sur-
geon skill, hemodynamic instability, and estimated blood
loss and transfusions) have shown to be predictors of un-
favorable outcomes in abdominal surgery, these only rep-
resent some examples of an innumerable list of factors
that may need to be acquainted for to obtain an analysis

that is entirely free of confounders, which is, in essence,
impossible to attain in a non-controlled study such as
ours. This is thoroughly addressed in our limitations sec-
tion. Perhaps a randomized controlled trial would be nec-
essary to suffice the uncertainties of the commenter.
Nonetheless, we attempted to our best capacity based on
our study design to direct our attention to the modifiers
that we considered to be the most important based on our
patient characteristics and the outcomes that were studied
in our logistic/linear regression (ICU admission, mortali-
ty, and LOS) and consider that our study attained internal
validation as to our pre-determined objectives; however, it
would certainly be necessary to test for external validation
of our results before being able to extrapolate these find-
ings. With regard to the concern the author has about the
discussion that took place with the patients regarding their
frailty scores, we are proud to certify that this was indeed
addressed as part of the perioperative discussion as fully
as time and clinical situation allowed. We would like to
emphasize that we consider this an essential part of our
study, as it represents the pure soul and purpose of our
investigation: improving the quality of the care and com-
munication provided to our patients. Next, although we
did not intend to rule it out by conducting a blind or
double-blind study, we believe that it is beyond a reason-
able doubt to attribute the outcomes of the interventions
to the objective parameters that were studied, as we think
that even the healthiest of our subjects would be in a little
physical capacity to consciously change their postopera-
tive length of stay, survival, or rate of admission to a
higher level of care based on observance (Hawthorne
effect).

The author finally comments on the practicality of
performing mRFI in the clinical setting. In our study, one of
the variables we measured was the time that the provider took
to perform the questionnaire, which resulted to be a mean of
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7 min [1]. We believe this is a reasonable amount of time in
most settings, and in our sample, it did not delay any of the
further care that was provided, as on occasions the information
was accurately obtained from a proxy. Although we advocate
for the use of mRFI as a screening tool for frailty since it has
been externally validated in prior studies [2], we agree that it
should be used in conjunction with other tools to obtain an
integral preoperative assessment. To our knowledge, the
Rockwood clinical frailty scale that is cited by the author
has not been externally validated in the preoperative setting
to this date, and its diagnostic performance is known to give
inaccurate scores when applied by providers with limited ex-
perience in frailty care [3, 4]. Interestingly, a recently pub-
lished multicenter prospective observational study by Pugh
et al. demonstrated good levels of agreement while using this
scale; however, factors that independently associated with
higher ratings were also detected, indicating that personal bias
existed [5]. For the moment, our group refrains from
recommending its use until more data is available to support
its accuracy.

Lastly, it is important to remember that frailty repre-
sents a holistic approach to the patient’s condition and
situation, and it must be conceptualized as a complex
situation that entails both subjective and objective param-
eters which could be difficult to analyze and rationalize in
writing.

We would like to thank Youssef et al. again for promoting
this discussion that we are assured will result in nothing but an
increased interest in the improvement of patient care for the

geriatric population and encourage the readers to engage in
projects that are relevant to this field.
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